
Managing driver qualifications and compliance can be a daunting task, but our streamlined driver file management solution 

makes it e�ortless. Through our use of a portable centralized cloud-based platform, you can store and manage all your 

driver qualification files in one secure location. This platform not only assists in transferring and updating existing files to 

ensure they meet FMCSA standards but also facilitates the fast creation of new files including essential elements like 

background checks, Motor Vehicle Reports (MVRs), and verifications of employment (VOEs).

Our solution integrates seamlessly with screening tools to provide comprehensive monitoring and compliance support. With 

a recommended SAMBA integration, you gain continuous, real-time MVR monitoring post-hire, ensuring that any changes in a 

driver's record are instantly flagged. The built-in consortium for drug and alcohol testing via the eScreen portal helps you 

maintain compliance with regulated testing requirements. Additionally, the ability to pull various background checks and 

criminal screenings as needed adds another layer of security and compliance to your operations.

We o�er expert guidance and compliance assistance to ensure your records are always up-to-date and audit-ready. Our team 

reviews files to identify and resolve any compliance issues and provides guidance on maintaining required documents.  We 

also support your team in responding to audits and managing programs such as Driver Qualification File (DQF) remediation. 

While our sta�ng and recruitment services remain available, the core focus of our solution is to provide a secure, user-

friendly system to organize driver records and required checks/screenings e�ectively. 

Our monthly subscriptions cover platform access, file maintenance, MVR monitoring, and consortium costs, with other 

services like background checks passed through at cost. Reduce the administrative burden on your sta� and maintain 

FMCSA compliance e�ortlessly across your fleet. 

ABOUT THE COMPANY

CDL Labor Management, Inc. has for over 20 years been building and utilizing Driver Qualification files for their own 

drivers and dozens of other logistics firms to include, private fleets, for hire carriers, and major 3PLs.  Now their 

expertise is available outside of their core staffing products.
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Fully Supported FMCSA Compliant Driver Qualification Files.
CDL Labor Management has a comprehensive, cost effective system to help you hire and utilize 
CDL drivers in compliance with DOT and FMCSA regulations.
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